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LIVERPOOL: Everton dropped into the bottom
three of the Premier League after Arsenal came
from a goal down to earn an emphatic 5-2 victo-
ry at Goodison Park yesterday.

It all started so well for the hosts as Wayne
Rooney curled a stunning 12th-minute opener
into the net to give his side the lead-the strike
coming almost 15 years to the day since a 16-
year-old Rooney announced himself to the world
with a remarkably similar goal against the same
opposition.

Despite trailing, Arsenal dominated from then
on, mustering 17 shots on goal in the first half
alone, one of which was Nacho Monreal’s
equaliser from close range five minutes before
the break.

Arsenal continued on the front foot after the
interval and took the lead in the 53rd minute via
the head of Mesut Ozil.

Idrissa Gueye was dismissed 15 minutes later
after collecting a second yellow card, before a

goal from Alexandre Lacazette in the 74th
minute and late strikes from Aaron Ramsey and
Alexis Sanchez, coming either side of an Oumar
Niasse consolation, capped a victory that moves
Arsenal up to fifth but piles the pressure on
under-fire Everton boss Ronald Koeman.

The match could not have got off to a better
start for Koeman as Rooney, deployed in a deep-
er role, picked up a loose ball before curling it
past the despairing dive of Petr Cech to send
Goodison into raptures. 

However, with Ozil orchestrating things for the
Gunners, it was only a matter of time before the
visitors restored parity, with Jordan Pickford
keeping them at bay for much of the first period.

The pressure told as Monreal reacted quick-
est to another Pickford save to level, before Ozil
got on the scoresheet himself with a well-timed
header on the end of a pinpoint Sanchez cross. 

Any chance of an Everton fightback got much
harder with Gueye’s dismissal for two needless
challenges-the fourth dismissal in the last five
meetings between these two sides- with the
Toffees falling apart in the final 22 minutes.
Lacazette finished off a sweeping counter to
make it 3-1, before Ramsey had all the time in the
world to make it four in the 90th minute.

There was still time for Niasse to capitalise on
some poor Arsenal defending to salvage some
pride, before Sanchez got the goal his all-action
display deserved, inciting boos from all around
Goodison as the Everton faithful grow more
impatient with Koeman. — Reuters

Arsenal thrash 
Everton to
pile pressure
on Koeman

LONDON: Harry Kane scored twice for
Tottenham Hotspur in a 4-1 victory over
an abject Liverpool team on Sunday that
left the Merseyside club’s Premier League
title hopes in tatters. Kane struck early in
each half, book-ending goals from Son
Heung-Min and Dele Alli, with Mohamed
Salah netting in reply in front of a record
Premier League crowd of 80,827 at
Wembley that included the great Diego
Maradona.  

Spurs move level on points with sec-
ond-place Manchester United, five points
below leaders Manchester City, while
Liverpool’s sorry defensive display left
them a yawning 12 points off the pace in
eighth place.  It was a second galling
defeat against a supposed title rival for
Liverpool, following their 5-0 capitulation
at City in early September, and they have
now won just one of their last six league
games.  They were unrecognisable from
the team that had crushed Maribor 7-0 in
the Champions League on Tuesday, their
travails summed up by a catastrophic
defensive display from Dejan Lovren, who
was taken off in the 31st minute.
Liverpool’s defeat-their first in 10 league

games against Spurs-also saw them
become only the sixth team to have con-
ceded over 1,000 goals since the Premier
League was launched in 1992.

With Liverpool out of the League Cup
and their hopes of reaching the
Champions League last 16 in the balance,
it leaves manager Jurgen Klopp facing
some uncomfortable questions two years
into his Anfield tenure.  His opposite num-
ber, Mauricio Pochettino, redeployed the
3-5-2 system he had used in the 1-1 draw
at Real Madrid in mid-week, but with ill-
ness restricting Eric Dier and Ben Davies
to the bench, Serge Aurier started at left
wing-back. Kieran Trippier came into the
team on the other flank and within four
minutes he had an assist to his name.

The former Burnley man’s lofted pass
was misjudged by Lovren and with Joel
Matip slow to react, Kane stole in, hooked
the ball inside the advancing Simon
Mignolet and rolled it into the net.

Lovren’s nightmare continued eight
minutes later as he woefully mistimed an
attempt to head away a long throw from
Spurs goalkeeper Hugo Lloris, allowing
Kane to canter into the space behind him.

The England striker found Son with a bril-
liant cross from the right and the Spurs
number seven used the inside of his left
foot to plant a first-time shot past the
exposed Mignolet.

It was almost 3-0 moments later as
Son chested down Christian Eriksen’s
through ball and slammed a shot against
the Liverpool bar.  Liverpool reduced the
arrears against the run of play in the 24th
minute when Jordan Henderson’s pass
from deep released Salah to trundle a
right-foot shot past Lloris and in off the
left-hand post.

But Spurs continued to find space
behind Lovren-Son’s toe-poke blocked
by Mignolet after he was cleverly freed
by Alli-and in the 31st minute Klopp
brought the Croatian’s torment to an end.
Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain came on and
the ensuing reshuffle meant Emre Can
dropped to right-back, where he was
quickly found wanting.  His untidy foul
from behind on Alli gave Spurs a free-
kick in first-half stoppage time and when
Eriksen’s delivery was headed away by
Matip, Alli thumped a volley into the bot-
tom-left corner.— AFP
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